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Α∆Φ Officers

Reunion 1999

Chairman
Kenneth E. Growney ’82
President
Randall W. Bus ’68
Vice President
George M. Kennedy ’52
Treasurer
Peter D. Fifield ’75
Recording Secretary
David E. Faust ’85
Corresponding Secretary
W. Douglas Bond Jr. ’66

Α∆Φ Directors
John S. Dyson ’65
Michael R. Elliott ’87
A. John Golder III ’83
James B. Heffernan ’00
Barnaby S. Kendall ’00
Justin Kaufman ’98
Peter M. R. Kendall ’68
Philip Mulé ’01
Peter T. E. Nevius ’42
Howard B. Schaffer ’92
Daniel C. Sweeney ’97
Colin H. Williams ’92
Richard W. Wambach ’53 (Emeritus)

Undergraduate
Officers
President
Henrik Aittola ’01
Vice President
Philip Mulé ’01
House Manager Kyle Youngquist ’02
Treasurer
Mark Leo ’01
Asst. Treasurer Eric Willenbacher ’02
Xathar
Aaron Sweeney ’01
Rush Chairman
David Lazarus ’01
Asst. Rush
William Kendall ’02
Alumni Relations Jason Beckert ’02
Historian
Jordan Tarry ’02
Social
Drew Butler ’02
Asst. Social
Daniel DiCapite ’02
Literary
Philip Ballard ’00
Steward
Ryan Donn ’01
Asst. Steward
Kyle Cuneo ’02
Computer
Julian Asano ’02
Games
Antonio Javier ’02

Several ’90s alums and their guests relax at Banfi’s during Reunion 1999. Left to right:
Howard B. Schaffer ’91, Joseph R. Welch ’95, Kaeti Herlihy, Thomas E. Goldstone ’94,
and Jennifer Lew.

Brothers Make Good Use Of Computer Room
(continued from page one)
sometimes be the easiest way to communicate with either a professor or a TA. I
know from my own experience that in
order for me to correctly complete a problem set for my computer science class, I
constantly had to check the newsgroup
associated with my class. This meant
doing a lot of my work in the computer
room with the computer close by.
With the way the room is set up now,
the separate conference room is ideal for
working on group projects. With the computers less than five paces away from the
conference table, it never takes long to
find what one needs from the Internet and
get back to work.
Although the brothers are generally
pleased with the equipment in the computer room, there is some room for
improvement. I have been asked frequently about installing external zip drives for
the computers. Zip drives are fairly inexpensive considering the amount of data

that can fit on a single zip disk (250 MB).
A lot of brothers also expressed some
concern about getting a fax/copy machine
combination. This would make writing
and sending job resumes a snap with one
trip to the computer room. For the future
it would be nice to see a few more computers along with a network server. This
sever could connect every computer to an
in-house network going through every
room in the house. This could leave the
computers in the computer room available
to those brothers without computers.
Using the server, brothers could enjoy the
benefits of a network and direct Internet
connection in their own rooms.
The way it stands right now, the computer room is an excellent facility for all
the brothers. There are numerous exciting
possibilities for expansion, which should
definitely be explored in the future.
Julian Asano ’02

If you’re planning to move, be sure to send us your
new address so you don’t miss a single issue
of this newsletter! Our address is on page three.
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The Phi, Me, and ’Nam
BY

JACK JOLIS ’67 (In honor of Frederick S. Johnson ’43)

For the first seven years of the 1990s, once a year like clockwork when I was in Ithaca
for a meeting of the ACEF, Fred Johnson and I would swap ever taller tales (either over
his wine or my beer) about our often (but not always) fond memories of our time in the
Navy—his in the Pacific as a pilot during World War II and mine in Vietnam. Somehow
we brought together two very different wars and two generations, and 30 or 50 or however many years later, we still found an awful lot to talk about. Out of our conversations
grew the concept of having a number of ADs recall for posterity their tremendously varying experiences and adventures in the armed forces (and other endeavors). The following
reminiscence kicks it off.
It is distinctive, personal, irreverent…and definitely represents the voice of its author.
The tale told by Jack Jolis ’67 helped remind me that Alpha Delt’s history is at once collective and individual. One man’s tale can never speak for us all, but as I read “The Phi,
Me, and ’Nam,” it wasn’t hard to find some common ground.
Nobody talks much about “killing Commies” these days. Even Jack has toned down
the rhetoric that defined some of the verbal battlegrounds of the 1960s. I’m grateful for
the privilege of looking back 30 years on the life of one of my fraternity brothers, whose
account of that era and his experiences bears a vividness of style and substance that is
unique yet evocative, quirky yet universal. I thank him for sharing this highly personal
retrospective with us.
Thom Chirurg ’64, Trustee
Adelphic Cornell Educational Fund

As a boy, I wanted to go to West Point.
To become a general. (Don’t ask.)
So as soon as I could wrest parental
permission (age 11), I was allowed to
spend three most, uh, eventful years at the
New York Military Academy. Where I
learned a good deal about Life. (And Solidarity.)
Then I got properly educated, sort of, at
Deerfield Academy in, I’m sorry to admit,
the People’s Republic of Massachusetts.
When it became college-time, I chose
Yale, Penn, and Cornell. (Northwestern
accepted me without, to my knowledge,
my having ever applied there. It actually
might have been a great wheeze. Good
place, Chicago.)
For reasons best known to itself, Yale
put me on a “waiting list,” and (as it happened) I was busy running with the bulls
in Pamplona when I received a thin envelope from New Haven saying sorry, old
chap, but we can’t seem to find any room
for you. So I quite literally flipped a peseta, which came down “heads” and, for reasons lost in the mists of time, meant Cornell (which I vaguely imagined was in
Ohio, but eventually discovered was in
Ithaca in the beautiful Finger Lakes of my
beloved native state).
Having said all the above, when people
ask me where I attended university, I
answer, “Alpha Delta Phi” (as opposed to
“Cornell”).
As soon as we legally could, i.e., in ’64,
I, along with my freshman dorm-mates,

Jim Brady and Dave Ryan, pledged Α∆Φ.
(We had been impressed by the battlements.) The other of our freshman dormmates, Sugrue, chose to join ∆Ψ. Initially
this was sad but would later prove most
useful when he intervened in my favor in a
semi-life-threatening, girl-caused “incident” that appeared to me, at the time, to
involve the entire Cornell football team.
Ironically, the team, although manifestly
incapable of sorting out even Columbia,
seemed to have little trouble dealing with
me—despite the valiant intervention, on
my behalf, of my redoubtable great alter
ego, Clayton Wrigley (who, though small,
punched rather a lot of large guys in the
groin).
Ryan and I pledged together and were
such good pals that we were dubbed the
“Bobbsey Twins.” This was quite ridiculous, of course, because despite his many
other sterling qualities, Ryan doesn’t look
at all like a Bobbsey Twin. Perish the
thought.
I loved the Phi. Still do.
Spent two semesters as social chairman, during which we went pretty much
broke, but at least we had the pleasure of
the loud company of, among others, Link
Wray, King Curtis, Gladys Knight and the
Pips, and, ultimate of all the ultimates,
Moulty and the Barbarians (out of Boston,
of all places).
Eventually I became president, during
which we became even more broke. But
Ryan was my treasurer, so he “managed”

Jack Jolis in the Mekong Delta.

things. Sort of. More or less. Me, I found
myself spending a surprisingly disproportionate amount of time dealing with grossly exaggerated “criminal” accusations from
the New York State Police; trying to abolish “student government”; fending off ludicrous charges of what we now laughingly
describe as “political correctness” from the
IF(ha-ha)C; and being invited for tea to be
scolded by the clueless President Perkins.
In between all this fun, I mostly hung
around the house. Being bawled out by our
Mrs. Marsh, our cook (for derelictions I
couldn’t even fathom then, much less
now). Chewing the you-know-what with
Frank Stout, the houseman who had,
among many other admirable attributes
and knowledges, endlessly enthralling stories about being a deuce-and-a-half driver
across France during World War II. “I sure
liked them Frog girls, Jarvis.” (Tell me
about it, Frank….)
Truth be told, I did not do a huge
amount of studying at Cornell. I managed
to fail Geology 101 and damn near flunked
it a second time, save for late-night tutorials from one Mavis Bunker, the charming
niece of one of our then-ambassadors to
the Republic of Vietnam.
I “majored” (you should pardon the
expression) in political science, known for
peculiar Cornellian reasons as “government.” Even by my standards, this was
fairly easy. Mostly it entailed reading the
ghastly New York Times, if you ever got
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
around to it.
Things deteriorated to such a point that
by the second semester of my senior year, I
actually had to go to the registrar’s office
to determine which courses I was supposed
to be taking. (It took the registrar—who, I
believe, was a perfectly blameless housewife from someplace like Oneonta—no
small amount of time to even understand
my question.)
Thus, my grades were not brilliant. To
put it mildly. (My father, uh, noticed.) But
I survived. And, more important, the Phi
thrived. It may have been financially challenged, but it thrived. But to be honest (as
Peter Sellers once put it, “Yah hof tiu be
triue abaht dese tings, ya knoe”), I did
benefit greatly from two outstanding profs
during my four years at Cornell: the late
Allan Bloom, Western Civ, who later
would go to the U of Chi and eventually
find richly deserved fame as the author of
The Closing of the American Mind, and
Walter Berns, Constitutional Law, who is
still alive and kicking, I believe now with
the American Enterprise Institute in DC.
These were both fine, courageous, inspirational teachers and gentlemen. And it was
a pleasure to attend their classes. (Such
other—not many—classes as I attended
were invariably presided over by foolish
Marxist poltroons. Frank Stout in his Tshirt in the boiler room back at the house
spoke infinitely more sense.)
Back at Deerfield, in ’63, my great pal,
Acly, and I actually planned an armed
overthrow of Castro, but, luckily for us,
nothing came of this scheme other than a
lot of earnest study of Cuban geography in
the Deerfield Libe.
However, by 1967 things had become
definitely more dire, politically speaking—
not only at Cornell, but all over the bloody
country. But certainly at Cornell, which
had become a virtual adjunct of the North
Vietnamese politburo and was under the
Leninist grip of the SDS.
A tiny minority of us—mostly from the
Phi but also a few honorable schoolboys
from Theta Delt, Chi Psi, Chi Phi, and
Sigma Phi—joined up to create something
called VIVA (the “Victory in Vietnam Association”). We didn’t accomplish much—
or, indeed, anything at all as far as I could
tell—save for earning for ourselves gratuitous, scornful, and rude backchat from our
soi-disante girlfriends. (When, during the
’80s, I tried to get the brothers to crank up
something called VINO (the “Victory in
Nicaragua Organization”), I fared no better. But by that time we had “Rock,” Reagan, Ollie, and Casey, to sort things out.
Which they did, and right smartly, too.
Anyway. Back to spring ’67. I had
already decided to go help win the war in

Vietnam. So, one day, accompanied by fellow enthusiast Brother Wrigley, we betook
ourselves to the post office, where, in
those days, recruiters of the military variety were purported to hold sway. In fact,
this was technically the case, except that
all five (if you counted the Coast Guard)
booths were unmanned. (These fellows’
business was not exactly a growth industry
in the 1967 enemy-occupied territory of
Ithaca, New York.) But at least taped to the
Marine Corp’s booth was a note: “Gone to
the Alpine Tap Room. SSGT. S. T. Popalowski, USMC.”
Well, that was fine with me. Second
only to the Fall Creek House (the sacred
shrine), the Alpine Tap Room was my
favorite drinking emporium in all of Ithaca.
I’m terribly afraid it doesn’t exist anymore,
because one of its most endearing qualities
was that it was almost always empty. The
other of its most sublime attributes was
that in its jukebox it contained a 45 by
some hillbilly cretin whose name, thankfully, escapes me, but—and like my muse,
Dave Barry, I swear I am not making this
up—was actually entitled, “I’ve Flushed
You From the Bathroom of my Heart.”
We found, sure enough, Staff Sergeant
Stan Popalowski, built like a pugnacious
London phone cabin, bemedalled from
unspeakable exploits in Guadalcanal and
Inchon, in full dress Marine Corps uniform, playing pool. With himself. And
here I don’t intend a cheap jest—“pocket
pool” or anything like that. It’s just that he
was the only customer in the place so he
had little choice but to drink beer and
make pot shots. Alone.
We introduced ourselves with as much
diffidence as we could muster and informed Sgt. Stan that we were—well,
might be—interested in going to Vietnam
to support the important task of blowing
away the Vietcong. Sgt. Stan surveyed us
with what one could only describe as the
“old fish eye,” so the ever-practical
Wrigley disappeared out behind somewhere and emerged, pulling the putative
publican, a manifest imbecile who
answered to the name of “Merv,” by what
appeared to be his tongue. (Like I said:
Good man, Wrigley.)
An abundance of Carling’s beer was
organized. Sgt. Stan, holding his cue point
down, as one might an M-16, lost little
time in telling us that he was happy to see
us, as we were the first boys he’d “interviewed” from Cornell in over two years
(“They’re more patriotic at Cortland
State”); that if we wanted to kill Commies
we might start by practicing “on some of
them up the hill,” and he shoved his thumb
up vaguely in the direction of the Straight;
that Wrigley, although no doubt of stern
stuff, was too short for the Marines (I

found this more than a little bizarre as it
struck me that being short would be an
asset in any sort of military situation—
harder to get hit, if nothing else). He pondered me: “You might do.” But when he
started inquiring into my particulars and
learned that I spoke fluent French, he
freaked, rather. “Yo. You ain’t one of
those…you know…,” and he waggled a
hand at me in a most disgusting manner,
“guys, are you?”
“Certainly not!” I riposted. “And I
don’t mind telling you that I strongly
resent the innuendo. Although not to the
extent that we will not buy you another of
Carling’s best. My good man, Merv—yes,
you—would you be so kind as to do the
honors?”
In the end, I joined the Army.
Even that wasn’t simple, inasmuch as
we had to step over protesters who were
trying to block our entry into the Albany
Induction Center. And Still (to paraphrase
Procol Harum) There Was More: I was so
hung over and dehydrated from my last
night with Louise that I couldn’t provide
the urine required by the medics. Not just
not enough, but not any. So I ended up
borrowing some from an amiable black
chappie who was behind me in line. (He
had enough to spare.)
In the Army I did my own version of
“the whole nine yards,” from Private EZilch at Fort Knox through Infantry OCS
at Benning. I ended up a first lieutenant
with the 525th Military Intelligence Group
in the Republic of Vietnam. (When I wrote
to my father about my assignment, he
wrote back, “Good heavens, my boy, does
that mean that there are 524 others of your
mob?” (He was a first lieutenant in the
OSS and hit Omaha. He’d punched his
ticket. Got the T-shirt.)
I don’t know if I ever actually killed
any Commies. God knows I tried. But the
problem was that invariably when there
was shooting, it was the middle of the
night and nobody, including we officers,
could discern diddly from squat.
But I did have some interesting experiences. Nothing so vainglorious as those of
Thom Chirurg ’64 (Navy) or Gordie Evans
’68 (Marine Corps) or, no doubt, a considerable number of other brothers. But
still…someone somewhere found a leftover Bronze Star, which he saw fit to unload onto me.
Perhaps I’ll tell you more in the future.
But for now, out. X-ray.

Look for Bob Woods’ (’44)
and Tom Reed’s (’55) recollections
in upcoming issues.
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ACEF News

Cornell Chapter Hosts Α∆Φ International Convention, August 6-7, 1999
Shel Severinghaus (house president in 1962) won the prize for
traveling the furthest distance to attend…all the way from Ulaan
Baator, Mongolia. And Jack Jolis (president in 1967) was runner-up,
flying in from his home in Antwerp, Belgium. Because of their “dedication,” they are featured in a number of these photographs.

Rudy Koch ’00, current winner of the
Adelphic Cornell
Educational Fund’s
summer undergraduate research fellowship, thinking
deep thoughts.

FRIDAY NIGHT
CAYUGA LAKE
BOAT CRUISE
AND DINNER
AT OLD PORT
HARBOUR

The Reverend Douglas
Bond ’66 (former alumni corporation chairman) and his fiancée.

Thom Chirurg ’64, trustee of the ACEF, with Carla and Jack Jolis.

Rudy Koch ’00 and Aaron Sweeney ’01 (third from left) with other
undergraduate Cornell ADs. Note their respectful and rapt attention to whomever is speaking and that they are imbibing only water.
Right:
Jack Jolis ’67 sizing
up “substandard”
undergraduate brothers as epitomized by
Rudy Koch ’00.
Left:
This picture serves
only to illustrate
that a good time
was had by all.
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SATURDAY EVENING
COCKTAIL PARTY
AND RECEPTION
AT THE TOP OF THE

JOHNSON MUSEUM

The delegation from the Lambda Phi Chapter at MIT.
Cornell’s dean of students, John Ford, welcomes the convention delegates and their guests.
Alumni Corporation Chairman Ken
Growney ’82 and Doug Bond present
Adelaide Rice with the Samuel Eells
Award on behalf of her late husband and
revered Cornell AD, Judge Jim Rice ’30.
(This recognition for exceptional dedication to Α∆Φ has been granted by the
international board of governors less
than a dozen times in the 20th century.

Former Cornell President
Dale Corson
listens intently
to Dr. Marilyn
Williams,
director of the
undergraduate research
program, as
Thom Chirurg
warily eyes
the camera.

Two members of the
Α∆Φ Alumni Corporation Board, Pete Nevius
’42 (far left) and
George Kennedy ’52
(second from right),
pictured with David
Corson, director of Olin
Library. It was evident
throughout the evening
that the young woman
in the photo much preferred Pete and
George’s company to
her escort’s.

Mike Duesing, Cornell Phi Gam ’62, his wife, Joan, and
Shel Severinghaus ’62. Mike is the managing partner of
Stewart Howe Alumni Service, the Ithaca-based administrative service bureau used by many fraternities.

Our bagpiper prepares to lead the crowd down the
hill to AD for the banquet.
MORE
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SATURDAY NIGHT BANQUET
AT THE HOUSE

Jack and Carla Jolis.

Randy Bus ’68, president and COO of the Cornell AD Alumni Corporation, takes
direction from Shel Severinghaus as to how to get all of the undergraduate brothers
to participate in Saturday morning house cleanups. Carla Jolis takes careful note in
anticipation of trying out these techniques on Jack.
Left:
Shel Severinghaus
proposes a toast
and song in memory of Jim Rice.
Right:
Pete Nevius with
Kent Hubbell ’67,
dean of the Cornell
school of architecture, who was presented with a distinguished alumnus
award by the international board of
governors.

Α∆Φ

Shel Severinghaus expresses his thanks to the head of the banquet
catering team that provided the best steak and lobster combo most of us
had ever eaten…at least in Ithaca, New York.

The board of governors toasts the Cornell Chapter for
putting on an outstanding convention.

